Kid Cooks

Kid-Friendly Recipes
The Home Edition

Pancake Art

More recipes coming soon!

Follow @unhcampusrec
Pancake Art

Ingredients:

1) Pancake Mix

2) Squeeze Bottles
   (Can be a washed out ketchup bottle, etc.)

3) Pancake Syrup

4) Optional: Food Coloring, Fruit, Chocolate Chips, etc.

Follow @unhcampusrec
Pancake Art

Step One:
What do you want to make? Find a picture online! If it’s your first time, starting off a little easier could be helpful!

Step Two:
Stir together pancake mix ingredients in a bowl until mix has no lumps. Create separate bowls of mix if you would like to make different colors with food coloring. Add finished pancake mix into squeeze bottle(s).

Step Three:
Turn griddle or burner to medium heat. Once heated, create an outline with the squeeze bottles on the griddle/pan. Let outline cook for just about a minute before filling in the rest of the pancake with remaining mix or different colored mix. If you are looking for some parts of the pancake to be shaded, use the same process you used for the outline to make shaded parts. The longer the mix is on the pan or griddle, the darker shade it will be. Get creative with fruit and chocolate chips if you’d like!

Step Four:
The best step of them all! Time to eat!

Follow @unhcampusrec